
SPRAGUE-RAPPAPORT 
STETHOSCOPE
TECH MED SERVICES

The 22 inch Sprague Rappaport
Type Stethoscope provides
versatile acoustical response for
infants, children and adults. It
has a PVC dual channel
tubing, chrome plate brass
chest piece and binaural.
The small, medium and
large bells screw into
chest piece to detect
low to medium
frequency sounds. It
comes complete with
accessory pouch, ID tag and
instruction manual. 

Sprague-Rappaport
3450669 Red [10-414-080]
3452032 Black [10-414-020]
3452031 Royal Blue [10-414-010]

RED DOT ELECTRODES
3M

Red Dot foam
electrodes 
improve skin health
and the treatment of
wounds, both acute
and chronic.
It measures 5.1 cm.

50/Pkg.
3246500 [9640] 

DIGITAL THERMOMETER
MABIS 

The 60-Second Digital Thermometer (Fahrenheit)
provides visual and audio signals when the 
measurement is complete. Fast, 60-second 
readout in bold LCD numerals are easy to read.
The thermometer also has an auto power-off 
and low battery indicator. 

Digital Thermometer
3231510 [15-691-000]

Digital Probe Covers, 100/Box
3230955 [100-15-618-000]

FAUCET-MOUNTED EYE
WASH
EMED CO.

Faucet-mount eyewash
units are a versatile 
emergency treatment 
for any facility. Simply
convert your gooseneck
or standard faucet to
deliver a concentrated
stream of cold water to
infected areas. The
eyewash units are designed to flush eyes only. It
can be used on any sink or basin, no need to
install new plumbing. 

9539708 [EW2-FM]

OXY-UNI-PAK
MADA

The Oxy-Uni-Pak is a complete
single cylinder oxygen unit that
contains the MadaCylinder lll,
fixed flow reg. (6 LPM avg.),
mask and tube. 

with/Case
8952210 [1301M]

with/Carrying Bag
8952215 [1301BM]

RESUSCITATOR
MADA

Mada's Resuscitator contains
an adult bag mask
resuscitatorwith a reservoir
and safety valve. The pliable
thin wall construction allows
for exeptional long compliance
sensitivity. 

Adult
3471095 [1432]
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MERCURY SPILL 
ABSORBENT KIT
MEDICAL SAFETY SYSTEMS

The hazards of mercury have been well
documented. OSHA requires a protocol for 
mercury spills in the workplace. 

Spill Kit: 700 g MercSorb (absorbent mercury
amalgamating powder), Sponge, Magnet (to pick
up mercury compound), Safety Goggles, Nitrile
Gloves
9539730 [50110150]

CHEMICAL SPILL KIT
MEDICAL SAFETY  SYSTEMS

Every workplace must
have a protocol for
handling spills of
potentially hazardous
liquids including fixer,
developer, disinfectants,
acids, corrosive and
biological. 

Kit: 2 lbs. ChemSorb (effective absorbent
material), Safety Goggles, 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves,
Scooper with Pan, Biohazard Warning Label
9539739 [565-50140350]

AMMONIA INHALANTS
JAMES ALEXANDER CORP.

James Alexander
Corporation’s Ammonia
Inhalant Solution is a 
proprietary formulation
used to prevent or treat
fainting. Each inhalant
contains 0.3 ml of ammonia. 

10/Box
3110050 [33301]

ACCESSORIES

AIRLIFE NASAL CANNULA
CARDINAL HEALTH

The angulated, flexible lip
plate provides comfort at
the tip of the nasal region.
The beveled tip provides a
softer edge and includes a 
7 foot tubing. 

3470112 [1531024]

THERMOMETERS

TOURNIQUETS
CARDINAL HEALTH 

These slip and tear
resistant
Tourniquets
are comfortable on
patient skin and
easy touse while
meeting
different size needs.

250/Pkg.
4931588 Latex, ¾" x 18", Smooth, Off-White
4931587 Latex-Free, 1" x 18", Textured, Blue
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